Abstract: This paper discusses modeling issues in the constitutive relation of a composite material in conjunction with the asymptotic homogenization method. Since the constitutive relations for basic materials of the composite material is given in the microscopic level, the identification of micromechanics and the geometric modeling of the microstructure directly affects the overall mechanical behavior of the structural components. Therefore the modeling in the microscopic level is essential in the analysis of composite materials especially for nonlinear cases. Several numerical examples show that the overall mechanical behavior depends on the constitutive relations defined in the microscopic level as well as the geometry of the microstructure. The FEM-based asymptotic homogenization method and Digital ImageBased (DIB) modeling are utilized to simulate such a global-local nature of the mechanical responses.
INTRODUCTION
The asymptotic homogenization method has been wellknown as a rigorous tool to predict the mechanical behavior of a composite material with periodic microstructure. With the help of the finite element method (FEM), its continuum-based formulation enables the introduction of the various types of constitutive relations for the microstructure as well as geometric configuration (see, for example Guedes and Kikuchi [1] and Lene and Leguillon [2] ). However, due to the lack of knowledge about the fundamentals in mechanics of the microstructure or the representative volume elements (RVE), the potential of the homogenization method for nonlinear problems has not been recognized yet.
Recalling the mathematical structure of the homogenized constitutive relation obtained in the asymptotic homogenization [3] , the assumptions made for the micromechanical responses and the microstructural geometry can be the source of discrepancy in estimating the overall mechanical behavior of the composite structure. These difference may be negligible in the RVE analysis for linearly elastic composites. However, the effects on the nonlinear mechanical behavior should be examined carefully, since the incremental solution method is used to solve the nonlinear equations.
In this paper, we shall examine dependence of the overall mechanical behavior on the constitutive and geometric models of the microstructure. If the nonlinear elastic behavior is assumed for polymeric materials, the extension of the Ramberg-Osgood [6] nonlinear stress-strain relation is possible. That is, the elasticity tensor changing with current stress state is modeled by the following expression:
sents the current equivalent stress and E is the initial elasticity tensor observed in experiments.
Using these relations of hypo-elastic constitutive relation in the microscopic level, numerical examples are presented in the following sections to illustrate the dependence of the overall mechanical behavior on the modeling concepts for each basic material in the asymptotic homogenization analysis.
Numerical examples
Here we examine how the overall constitutive relations are obtained by the homogenization method depending on the assumed nonlinear mechanical behavior of the microstructure The numerical analyses are carried out by utilizing the examples of constitutive models and the homogenization formulae presented in the above. The unit cell model is assumed to be composed of a single glass fiber and epoxy matrix. The fiber has a idealized circular shape and the volume fraction Vf=40%. In order to describe the micromechanical response of the FRP, the following four microscopic inelastic phenomena are considered:
(1) elastoplasticity in compressive loading (2) elasticity with brittle damage in tensile loading (3) nonlinear elasticity with plastic damage in compressive loading (a) Axial loading.
(b) Transverse loading. Figure 1 presents the macroscopic stress-strain relationships for the above cases when a unidirectional force is applied in the longitudinal or transverse direction with respect to the fiber alignment. As can be seen from the figure, the different assumptions on the micromechanical behavior provide different nonlinear mechanical behaviors of overall structure. Therefore, if the micromechanical behavior is described correctly, the overall mechanical behavior is obtained directly via homogenization process. In fact, the introduction of brittle damage to the matrix provided very similar results to the actual one reported in the literature [7] . Thus, it is concluded that the actual overall mechanical behavior can be obtained by modeling the constitutive relations for the microstructure. Once the desired overall response in simple loading case has been obtained by assuming the micromechanical behavior, the same constitutive model in the microscopic level is applicable to the three-dimensional structural analysis by the homogenization method. However, for nonlinear analysis, the microscopic characteristics are dependent of the macroscopic deformation and therefore the microscopic problems have to be solved at every point of the overall structure. As an example of such globallocal type computation, we shall consider the unit cell, the overall structure and the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 2 . The material properties are the same as in the above and the micromechanical responses (3) and (4) are assumed to be valid. The macro-and microscopic deformations and stress distributions of the overall structure and the unit cell are shown in Fig. 3 . Here the unit cell is taken form the upper and lower part of the fixed edge of the structure (point A and B). It can be seen from the fig-(a) Global structure.
(b) Unit cell (50% global deformation). Fig. 3 . Macro-and microscopic deformations along with von-Mises stress distributions (% indicates the ratio to the final deformation).
ure that the overall mechanical behavior is dependent on the micromechanical responses. This fact is also observed from Fig. 4 that presents the relationship between the macroscopic stress and strain at several points in the overall structure. Thus, the constitutive model that appropriately describes the micromechanical responses provides reasonable estimates of the deformation of the overall structure by the global-local approach of the homogenization method
GEOMETRIC MODELING OF MICROSTRUC-TURE

Homogenization analysis with the DIB modeling technique
In the homogenization theory, the periodic distribution of the RVE is assumed and therefore the RVE is called the unit cell. In order to obtain the statistical homogeneity of the medium, the unit cell is usually taken a cubic cell with a single inclusion of idealized shape. However, the idealized the simplified geometry configuration cause some discrepancy in evaluation of micromechanical responses as well as the homogenized material properties. It is, therefore, necessary to examine the specific effects of microstructural morphology in RVE geometric modeling.
Here we shall study such modeling issues in the homogenization method by utilizing the Digital Image-Based (DIB) modeling technique, which was originally developed by Hollister and Kikuchi [8] to include the geometric complexity of bone microstructure in bioengineering. The DIB modeling technique can realize the accurate geometry of the microscopic heterogeneity. Since the FE model obtained in this technique is the direct interpretation of two dimensionally represented micrograph of a real composite material by the image processing software, the homogenization analyses by the FEM can reflect the specific effects of the actual geometric configuration. The details of the DIB modeling procedure and its applications are found in [9] .
In order to illustrate the capability of the method for studying the effects of microstructural geometry, let us consider four types of fiber-shapes (Fig. 5 (a) ). The fiber shapes is changed by the drawing software and then the image processing techniques such as thresholding or adjusting are used for all the models to have the same volume fractions (Vf=0.27). For the sake of simplicity, the homogenization for linear elasticity [1] is used in this analysis and the same elasticity constants are used for the matrix and embedded fiber parts as in Subsection 2.3. Figure 5 (b) shows the microscopic von-Mises stress within the unit cell that is the localized response to the 0.1%- macroscopic tensile strain in x-(transverse) direction to the fiber. Although the overall homogenized elasticity constants do not reveal significant difference (less than 1% ), the patterns and values of stress concentration observed from the figure are completely different. The DIB modeling makes it easy to capture such effects in the homogenization analyses.
While the phase interactions can be accurately evalu- 3.3 Geometric effects in the nonlinear homogenization method Within the linear elasticity framework, the effects of microstructural geometry on both macro-and micromechanical behavior of composites are not so important from a practical point of view. Although the results themselves are applicable in designing composite material based upon the micromechanical responses, it is suggested that the evaluation of microscopic stress is critical in nonlinear problems such as elastoplasticity. When the nonlinear deformation of overall structure is computed by the incremental solution method, the values of microscopic stress in a certain increment are used as initial values in the next increment. Therefore, the microstructural geometry must be modeled correctly so that the microscopic stress and hence the macroscopic deformation are evaluated accurately. The objective here is to demonstrate the importance of the geometric modeling of the unit cell in the nonlinear homogenization. While the successive evaluation of the macro-and microscopic variables is demonstrated by the incremental solution method, the dependence of the global-local nonlinear mechanical behavior on the RVE geometric modeling is examined. The metal matrix composite (Mo2Si-SiC) presented in Mo2Si-matrix phase. The material constants of each phase are given in Table 1 . In order to see the effects of geometric modeling, two kinds of the 3D unit cell model are used in this nonlinear homogenization method; one is constructed by usual FE meshing and the other by the DIB modeling technique and image processing [9] (see Fig. 9 ), both of which reveal isotropy in linear elasticity range. The macroscopic stress-strain curves are presented in Fig. 10 to illustrate the influence of geometry of the unit cell model. It can be seen from the figure that the idealized model is slightly stiffer than the digitized one in linear elastic range.
Although the direct comparison is difficult because the order of FE approximation is different, the qualitative discussion may be possible. That is, the number of elements to model a single fiber in the idealized model is much larger then that of the digitized model. This implied that if the digitized model has the same order of FE approximation as that of the idealized one to represent the heterogeneity, the elasticity response becomes more compliant. Then onset of the microscopic plastic yielding will be delayed and therefore the trend of the strain hardening would be different. This is also confirmed from the equivalent plastic strain distribution when the plastic deformation begins (Fig. 11) . The plastic yielding occurs in several local regions and propagates gradually within the unit cell. Furthermore, since the unit cell size is not so large that the volume element could not be a representative, the microscopic variables such as stress is not accurately evaluated in each increment. Thus the actual stressstrain curve for the digitized unit cell model is probably quite different from that of the idealized one.
In summary, the constitutive modeling of the asymptotic homogenization method provides the accurate evaluation of the nonlinear global-local deformation of a composite material only when the microstructural geometry of composites is appropriately modeled.
(a) Idealized model.
(b) Digitized model. Fig. 11 . Onset of the plastic yielding with the unit cells.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The modeling issues in the constitutive relation for a microstructure and the microstructural geometry were discussed in conjunction with the RVE homogenization analysis. Although the influences may be small in linear elasticity framework, the analysis for nonlinear mechanical behavior of composites suffer from the errors due to the irrelevant approximations in the modeling.
The macroscopic (global) mechanical response is obtained as the asymptotic behavior of the constitutive relation which is defined in the microscopic (local) level. Depending on the assumed micromechanical responses of individual phases, the completely different overall mechanical behavior can be obtained. It was also found that the geometric modeling of the microstructure influences the micromechanical response as well as overall mechanical behavior. That is, by taking the unit cell model such that contains enough information about the heterogeneities of the composite, the homogenization analysis can prevent from having significant error in predicting the mechanical behavior of the composite material.
In conclusion, since the asymptotic homogenization method enables the construction of the global-local estimates on the nonlinear mechanical behavior of a composite material, much more attention must be paid to both the constitutive relation that describes the microscopic mechanism within the RVE and the geometric modeling in the FEM-based asymptotic homogenization method.
